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Shield Coin
Cryptosurance Supplement
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What is Cryptosurance?
Cryptosurance is a risk-sharing agreement. The Shield Coin project agrees to set
aside 10% of the total Shield Coin circulating supply in a locked vault and use the
accumulated BUSD rewards to pay out claims. Since this is a risk-sharing
agreement it is incumbent on holders to perform their own due diligence to
mitigate risks (see how to avoid scams for more information). Like all insurance,
cryptosurance can only make you ‘whole’. That means a claim can never result in
a payout greater than the loss. Additionally, the Shield Coin team will work
tirelessly to create a comprehensive Coin Risk Rating publication that aids crypto
enthusiasts in finding safe projects in the DeFi space.
What isn’t Cryptosurance?
Cryptosurance is not a get out of jail free card. Shield Coin does not insure against
the volatility of the crypto market, rather we provide a means for crypto
enthusiasts to recover some or all of their original investment, based on active
purchased coverage, in the event they are a victim of a scam as outlined in the
Shield Coin white paper.
Does your risk classification mean the project is a scam?
No. Our risk classification is the amount of risk we agree to share based on our
analysis of the project’s fundamentals. This means a project with several
thousand holders could still be classified as “Medium” or “High” risk, even if that
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designation is not popular with the community. However, our reasoning will be
based on a dynamic analysis of the project, the team, the contract code, the
community, the viability of the ‘flagship’ utilities, and the likelihood of success.
We do this to protect our holders from excessive loss. Our risk classification
allows us to designate how much risk we will take on for a specific project i.e.,
“Low Risk” – 100%, “Medium Risk” – 50%, and “High Risk” – 0%. We discourage
putting your money in high-risk projects because doing so encourages
unscrupulous developers and scammers to continue flooding the space with low
quality projects. However, any project can contact us to find out why it received a
specific classification and for a nominal fee we can provide that project with a
detailed report to help improve their risk classification.
How does Cryptosurance work?
Crypto holders who wish to purchase cryptosurance must first ensure the covered
wallet holds a minimum of $250 in Shield Coin. If their wallet is below the
threshold their first purchase is limited to the transaction amount. If additional
coverage is required a second transaction must be completed at a $1 to $20 ratio.
Example 2: Leslie has just learned about Shield Coin and wants to invest in a
“Medium Risk” project from the CRR. Leslie must first increase her Shield
Coin holding to $250 worth of Shield Coin (note she will need to increase her
initial purchase amount to account for the 9% tax and slippage). Now, she
has $250 in cryptosurance coverage. She must now initiate a second
transaction at a ratio of $1 dollar of purchase to $20 in cryptosurance
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coverage. Leslie is NOT prohibited from immediately cashing out the second
transaction. Her 30-day coverage will remain in effect as long as she
maintains the minimum Shield Coin holding of $250 in her wallet. (Note:
coverage is wallet specific for both minimum holding and coverage. Since
crypto wallets are anonymous, we are limited in our ability to determine
ownership).
This fee-structure was chosen because it offers our clients the best coverage
possible. The minimum holding of $250 is to ensure we grow our holder base. This
proves to new holders that we are a living project and there are thousands
(hopefully millions) who believe in what we are doing for the space. Now, we
know money is limited and there is nothing better in the financial world then
when we can use our money, not once, but twice. This means Leslie in our
example can spend $600 ($250 minimum and $350 for cryptosurance) and then
sell and re-spend $350 (minus the 9 % tax) on another project she is interested in.
This supports our project, our long-term holders, and other legitimate projects in
the space.
What are the limits of coverage?
There are no set limits of coverage, but we only recommend holder purchase the
amount of coverage they need to cover their initial investment (not necessarily
the current value). This is because we only ensure certain projects and that is only
up to what you initially invested.
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Example 1: Tim has invested $1000 into two tokens and their value grows to
$15,000. If both tokens are listed in our CRR at the time of purchase as a
“Low-Risk” project Tim could recover a maximum of $1,000 from his
cryptosurance coverage even if he has $2,000 in coverage active.
Remember cryptosurance does not ensure the volatility of the market, only
the original investment.
Example 2: Now, let’s say Tim cashed out those tokens and realized a gain
of $14,000 plus his original investment of $1,000. If Tim uses that money to
purchase another token on the CRR for $15,000 we would now recommend
he purchase $750 in a Shield Coin transaction to cover his new ‘original’
investment of $15,000. (Note: see definition of ‘scam’ in the Shield Coin
White Paper.)
What happens after I receive a total payout of my coverage? Partial?
If Shield Coin pays a total claim, i.e., a holder has $2000 in coverage and has a
qualified loss of $2000, the coverage is ended at the time of the claim. Even if
there are still days remaining within the 30-day period. This occurs because the
contract has been fulfilled. Shield Coin promised to pay a loss based on a set
criterion, a loss occurred, and the claim was paid. Therefore, the agreement has
been concluded and a new transaction will need to occur to reactivate coverage
for the wallet.
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If a partial claim is paid by the Shield Coin project the amount of coverage is
reduced for the remainder of the 30-day coverage window. If a holder has $2000
in coverage and has a qualified loss of $1,000 paid out on day 10. He would only
have $1,000 active coverage for the remaining 20 days.
When should I buy coverage?
Coverage should be purchased BEFORE buying new tokens and should be held
UNTIL you sell or no longer require coverage. (Remember: a new transaction
must occur every 30-days for coverage to remain active. This will be based on
the transaction hash. Holders are responsible for ensuring coverage remains in
effect during the desired coverage period.)
Types of Scams we protect against?
At launch cryptosurance will protect against three types of scams. This list will be
updated and communicated to the community as we continue to grow.
• Rug pulls (intended or opportunistic) – in the event a project listed in our
CRR as “Low” or “Medium” risk turns out to be a rug pull i.e., the project
owners drain the contract of liquidity we will payout claims to holders
based on the conditions set out in the Shield Coin White Paper.
• Imposter Websites – If you visit the website of a covered coin and find your
wallet drained when you transact on the website. We will treat this as a
“Medium Risk” loss, and you can be paid up to 50% of your active coverage
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amount (limited to the covered wallet’s actual loss). (Note: If there isn’t a
small lock icon indicating security near the URL bar and no “https” in the
site address please think twice before linking your wallet. You will be
required to report the false website in the claim form).
• Fake Mobile Apps – Scammers routinely use fake mobile apps to trick
cryptocurrency holders (Android users are particularly at risk of this type of
scam). Like imposter websites We will treat this as a “Medium Risk” loss,
and you may be paid up to 50% of your active coverage amount (limited to
the covered wallet’s actual loss). (Note: You will be required to report the
false app.)
*As Shield Coin grows, we will increase our coverage and this document
will be updated accordingly.
How to file a claim?
Visit theshieldcoin.com website:
• scroll to the bottom of the page
• select ‘Claim Form’
• Complete ALL of the required fields then hit submit.
*Note: Incomplete forms will receive ONE follow up for the remaining
information. If the required information is not provided, we will deny the
claim.
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How to avoid Scams?
1. Educate yourself on current scams in the space and understand the risks
involved in crypto.
2. Review our Coin Risk Rating (CRR) publication before purchasing any
tokens.
3. DYOR – Do your own research
a. Check social media (how many subscribers)
b. Check Website for professionalisms, a reputable KYC and contract
audit, doxxed team members with verifiable secondary accounts (i.e.,
LinkedIn)
c. Google search the team members, note anything suspicious
d. Ask yourself what is the ‘flagship’ utility for the project?
i. Is it live?
ii. If not, how long before the team can reasonably have it up?
iii. Do you think it is viable in the space?
iv. Does the team have the experience and knowledge to
succeed?
v. Does it fulfill a ‘need’?
e. Read the White Paper – Does it make sense?
i. Is it professional?
ii. Is it grammatically, correct?
iii. Is it organized?
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f. Check the contract on BSCScan (Etherscan or equivalent depending
on the blockchain).
i. Does it have the minting function active?
ii. Can the contract holder stop trading?
iii. Does one wallet hold a significant percentage of the supply?
iv. Is liquidity locked with a 3rd party (i.e., Pancakeswap, Brewlabs,
etc.). While this list isn’t exhaustive the scanners can highlight
red flags and YOU must decide if the project is worth the risk.
4. Do not share your passphrase with anyone (not even convincing Token
administrators who say they need it to send you tokens!)
5. If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is. Not many of us win a lotteru
without even trying.
6. Don’t respond to unsolicited offers.
7. Talk to your community if you are unsure. Chances are someone else has
likely seen or heard that approach before.
8. DON’T BE GREEDY! Greed can quickly cloud your judgement increasing
you’re the likelihood you will become a victim of a scam.
Scenario 1 - scam project “Low”, “Medium”, and “High” risk rating

Example: If Crypto Zeus holds the minimum Shield Coin ($250) in Wallet A
and has a valid 30-day transaction of $100 USD, Crypto Zeus has coverage
in the amount of $2000 ($100 x $20). If Crypto Zeus reviews the Shield Coin
CRR Publication and purchases $1000 of tokens in a verified “Low Risk”
project that turns out to be a scam, he will receive $1000 in BUSD (100% of
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his original investment) from the Shield Coin Vault after filing his claim. If
the chosen project was “Medium Risk” he would receive $500 (50% of his
original investment). If the project was “High Risk” he would receive $0
(Shield coin does not encourage the purchase of high-risk projects, crypto
enthusiasts take on all the risk for these projects). The payout does not
change if the purchased token rises in price before bottoming out to zero
Only the original investment is protected.
Note:
1. Coverage is wallet specific
2. Shield Coin does NOT insure against market volatility
3. Coverage amount is based on purchase amount and does not fluctuate
with the value of SHC
4. Coverage will be reduced by 50% or 100% based on the payout of the
claim for the remainder of the coverage period

Scenario 2 - Legit project…spoofing scam
Example: Tyler joins the official Twitter page of “New Coin” that is rated
“Low Risk” in the Shield Coin CRR. He asks for a link to the website and a
scammer quickly posts a link, which he follows before the project owner can
report the post. The link takes Tyler to a spoofed page that mirrors the
projects website and when he connects his wallet it drains his account.
If Tyler holds $250 in shield coin, has $2000 in coverage, and loses $1000.
Based on Shield Coin’s coverage agreement he can receive up to $500.
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Why? The actual project did not scam Tyler, so the risk classification is no
longer based on the CRR rating, but rather on the type of scam. In this case
spoofing. Spoofing is considered a “Medium Risk” for coverage purposes,
and he can file his claim on our website.
However, if Tyler invests $2000 in “New Coin” and it turns out to be a rug
pull, as long as Tyler holds his $250 minimum Shield Coin in the wallet
involved in the loss and has an active $2000 coverage, he will receive $2000
from the Shield Coin Vault. (Note: once the coverage amount has been paid
out the coverage amount is no longer in force. This means if he is a victim of
another scam, even if it listed in the CRR and he has $250 shield coin, he
would not receive a payout because he does not have an active coverage.)
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Disclaimer
Shield Coin and its members, officers, directors, owners, employees, agents,
representatives, suppliers, and service providers (collectively “SHC”) provides this
document (the “Cryptosurance Supplement”) for informational purposes
only. Use of and access to this document and the information, materials, services,
and other content available in this document (“Content”) are subject to these
terms of use and all applicable laws.

INVESTMENT RISKS
There are risks associated with investing in crypto. Investing in crypto involves risk
of loss. Loss of principal is possible. Use of leverage to invest in crypto may
accentuate gains & losses. A crypto project’s past performance is not a guarantee
or predictor of future investment performance.

NO INVESTMENT ADVICE
The content in this document is for informational purposes only, you should not
construe any such information or other material as legal, tax, investment,
financial, or other advice.
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